Supporting infant growth with Calcium L-Methylfolate (Metafolin®)

Folate (vitamin B9) is an essential vitamin, used by the human body to make new cells and tissues. Folic acid is the form of folate usually found in supplements and fortified foods and it needs to be converted by the body to its active form, L-Methylfolate (MTHF).
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L-Methylfolate is the predominant source of folate in breastmilk

Folate is critical in life phases of growth

MTHF in breast milk is 3.5X HIGHER than other sources of folate

22% Tetrahydrofolate

78% L-Methylfolate

Low folate intake in infancy can cause:

Anemia

Impaired immune function

Impaired brain development

Metafolin®, a good source of folate for everyone.

We provide mothers with peace of mind by offering nutritional solutions that they can trust. Visit PartnerwithDSM.com to get started.
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